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Scientific Abstract

Prospective longitudinal studies of infants with older siblings with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) have indicated that differences in the neurocognitive systems underlying social attention may emerge prior to the child meeting ASD diagnostic criteria. Thus, targeting social attention with early intervention might have the potential to alter developmental trajectories for infants at high risk for ASD.

Electrophysiological and habituation measures of social attention were collected at 6, 12 and 18 months in a group of high-risk infant siblings of children with ASD (N=33). Between 9-11 months of age, infant siblings received a parent-delivered intervention, Promoting First Relationships, (n=19) or on-going assessment without intervention (n=14). PFR has been previously shown to increase parental responsivity to infant social communicative cues and infant contingent responding.

Compared to infants who only received assessment and monitoring, infants who received the intervention showed improvements in neurocognitive metrics of social attention, as reflected in a greater reduction in habituation times to face versus object stimuli between 6 and 12 months, maintained at 18 months; a greater increase in frontal EEG theta power between 6 and 12 months; and a more comparable P400 response to faces and objects at 12 months. The high-risk infants who received the intervention showed a pattern of responses that appeared closer to the normative responses of two groups of age-matched low-risk control participants.

Though replication is necessary, these results suggest that early parent-mediated intervention has the potential to impact the brain systems underpinning social attention in infants at familial risk for ASD.
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Trial title: Early Connections, Early Detection and Intervention in Infants at Risk for Autism; http://clinicaltrials.gov; NCT00947700.
Lay Abstract

In infants who are later diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD), early differences can be detected in the brain systems that underpin social attention. Improving the function of these brain systems could help boost social development in infants who are at high risk for developing ASD because they have an older sibling with the condition.

In this study, we examined the effect of early intervention on brain and cognitive measures of social attention in infants at familial risk for ASD at 6, 12 and 18 months (N=33). Between 9-11 months of age, infants received the Promoting First Relationships (PFR) intervention (n=19) or on-going assessment without intervention (n=14). PFR is designed to help parents boost the early social environment for children who may need more support.

Compared to infants who only received assessment and monitoring, infants who received the intervention showed improvements in brain and cognitive measures of social attention. Compared to the 6-month baseline, at 12 months infants who received the intervention were faster at learning about faces versus objects, showed greater brain responses to videos, and showed similar brain responses to faces and objects (while the control group showed bigger responses to objects). The high-risk infants who received the intervention showed a pattern of responses that appeared more similar to that of typically developing infants.

Though replication is necessary, these results suggest that early parent-mediated intervention has the potential to impact the functioning of brain systems that underpin social attention in infants at familial risk for ASD.
Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by impairments in social communication, and the presence of restrictive and repetitive behaviors (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). With sensitive methods, signatures of ASD should be detectable in early development given the predominantly prenatal peak expression patterns of associated genetic risk factors (Parikshak et al., 2013). Clear symptoms of ASD likely emerge from a complex interaction between such pre-existing biologically-based vulnerabilities and the child’s environment (Dawson, 2008; Jones, Gliga, Bedford, Charman, & Johnson, 2014). Studying how ASD unfolds from birth onwards is critical for understanding these developmental mechanisms, identifying children who require early intervention, and defining appropriate intervention targets (Webb, Jones, Kelly, & Dawson, 2014).

Prospective longitudinal studies of infants with older siblings with ASD indicate that approximately 20% will develop ASD themselves (Ozonoff et al., 2011). Such studies have also suggested that perturbations in the neurocognitive systems underpinning social attention might emerge prior to the detection of any behavioral symptoms of ASD. While very early orienting responses to faces can appear relatively typical (e.g. Elsabbagh et al., 2013; for review see Gliga, Jones, Bedford, Charman, & Johnson, 2014), deeper levels of attention engagement may be altered. For example, infants who meet criteria for ASD between 2 and 3 years of age show declining attention to eyes between 2 and 24 months (Jones & Klin, 2013), reduced sustained attention to faces on both cognitive and neural measures at 6 months (Jones et al., 2016), reduced monitoring of social stimuli at 6 months (Chawarska et al., 2013; Shie et al., 2014), altered social/nonsocial attention shifting at 7 months (Elison et al., 2013), declining attention to people in naturalistic contexts between 6 and 24 months (Ozonoff et al., 2010), and altered neural response to shifts in gaze at 6- to 9-months (Elsabbagh et al., 2012). Such early disruptions to social attention could have cascading consequences for later social development, altering the infant’s experience of
their early social environment and constraining learning opportunities (Dawson, 2008; Dawson et al., 2005). Indeed, toddlers with ASD show characteristic disruptions in cognitive and neural measures of social attention (including habituation time and neural responses to faces) that are related to their broader social difficulties (Webb et al., 2010, 2011).

Evidence suggests that early intensive intervention for toddlers with ASD can alter neurophysiological measures related to social attention. Specifically, Dawson and colleagues (Dawson, Jones, et al., 2012) showed that two years of intensive therapy using the Early Start Denver Model was associated with normalized neural responses (theta and alpha power) to social stimuli in toddlers with ASD. Further, these responses were related to behavioral outcome measures of social interaction, with higher levels of cortical activation during viewing of social stimuli associated with greater improvements in social behavior. Thus, there are significant clinical implications for improving social attention early in the development of children with ASD.

Interventions that could be applied earlier in development, prior to the emergence of significant behavioral symptoms, have the potential for more pervasive effects (Webb, Jones et al., 2014). In a small proof-of-principle study, Rogers and colleagues (Rogers et al., 2014) showed that seven 7-to-15-month-old symptomatic infants who received a low-intensity parent implemented version of the Early Start Denver Model showed a reduction in ASD symptoms at age 3 years. Green and colleagues (Green et al., 2015) conducted a randomized controlled trial of a parent-mediated intervention focused on parent-child interaction in 54 infants at familial risk for ASD who were not screened for initial level of behavioral symptoms. The intervention had promising effects on behavioral measures of emerging autism symptoms, visual attention shifting, and infant attentiveness to their caregiver between 8 and 14 months, though most effects did not reach standard levels of significance. However, the small number of reports of early intervention in high risk populations stands in stark contrast to the large number of infants enrolled in studies of
early ASD, with over 1241 high risk infants included in a recent US Baby Sibs consortium paper alone (Messinger et al., 2015).

One significant challenge to progress has been the lack of sensitive and blinded measures for rapidly assessing the efficacy of early, low-intensity interventions. Parent-report measures are always limited by lack of blinding in an area where parent-mediated intervention is typical. Observational behavioral measures of emerging autism symptoms cover a range of domains, and may be insufficiently sensitive to detect effects of intervention on specific neurocognitive mechanisms that may influence later development. Robust neurocognitive measures of social attention in infancy that are sensitive to the effects of low-intensity intervention could provide early indicators of the success or failure of a particular treatment approach. This could be helpful for developing and/or adapting individualized intervention for this group.

The present study was a randomized clinical trial of a parent-mediated intervention for infants at high familial risk for ASD with treatment between 9 and 11 months. Social attention was an outcome measure at the primary endpoint of 12 months, with a follow-up assessment at 18 months to assess maintenance of effects. The intervention (Promoting First Relationships / PFR, Kelly et al., 2008) was designed to facilitate parent – infant interaction in populations with a wide range of risk factors (e.g. families living in poverty, or infants with developmental disabilities; see S1.2 for more details). It promotes infant contingent responding, positive affect, self-regulation, and parental responsivity to infant communicative cues. In the present study, infants were provided with intervention based on their familial risk status as there is evidence that a subgroup of these infants will show declining attention to social stimuli in the first year of life. The intervention was designed to proactively stimulate neural systems related to social interaction, including promoting the infant’s ability to attend to and respond to his or her social partner.

In this report, we chose three different tasks that have been widely used in previous work with typically developing infants to provide a comprehensive picture of the effects of
intervention on neurocognitive measures of social attention in infants at familial risk for ASD. (1) **Habituation to faces and objects** was used to measure sustained attention and learning speed. Toddlers with ASD show prolonged habituation times to faces (Webb et al., 2010), indicating slow learning. Thus, we predicted that the PFR intervention would decrease habituation times to faces relative to objects, reflective of increased social learning speed. (2) **EEG theta power to social and nonsocial videos** was measured as an index of attention engagement. Toddlers with ASD show reduced theta responses to social stimuli and evidence suggests that this pattern of EEG activity can be altered with intensive intervention (Dawson, Jones, et al., 2012). Thus, we predicted that the PFR intervention would increase theta responses to social stimuli. (3) **Event-related potentials to faces and objects** were measured as an index of the speed and depth of processing of social and nonsocial stimuli. Six-month-old infants who were later diagnosed with ASD show faster and less prolonged neural responses to faces than other infants (Jones et al., 2016). Thus, we predicted that the PFR intervention would be associated with more prolonged and increased amplitude of responses to faces versus objects (indicating greater depth of processing).

**Methods**

**Participants**

Participants were high and low risk infants enrolled at 6 months of age and followed at 12 and 18 months (Table 1, Figure 1, see S1.1. for further details). High-risk infants (with an older sibling with ASD) participated in the randomized control trial of the PFR intervention; data from the low-risk groups (with no family history of ASD) were used to confirm normative patterns of performance. Specifically, high-risk infants were randomized after the baseline assessment into two groups: one group received the Promoting First Relationships intervention between 9 and 11 months of age (n=19, PFR), and the other received assessment and monitoring only (n=14, A+M). Later in the study, an additional randomization group was added who received PFR “late” (between 14 and 17 months of age); due to small sample size (n=3) this group is not included in the present report. Groups
did not differ on sex ($\chi^2 (1) = .04, p = .95$; Hispanic ethnicity ($\chi^2 (1) = .11, p = .74$) or race ($\chi^2 (1), = .11, p = .74$); see Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria and participant numbers per analysis are described in S1.1, available online. At 6 months there were no baseline differences between study groups in terms of adaptive and cognitive skills, or emerging autism symptoms (see Table 1 and S1.3, available online). Randomization occurred after the baseline assessment session at 6 months based on predetermined randomization blocks of 4 (AABB, ABAB); there were no stratification variables for randomization. Other interventions received by infants during the trial are summarized in S1.4 and Table S1, available online.

Two Low-Risk comparison groups (‘normative controls’) were enrolled to confirm normative patterns of responding on each task, since neurocognitive measures do not have developmental norms available. The first was infant siblings of children who did not have ASD who were also assessed longitudinally at 6, 12 and 18 months in the same protocol as the High-Risk groups (Controls$_{long}$ N=36). The second was a large group of Low-Risk 6 and 12-month-old infants who did not have a family history of ASD recruited from a local participant database (for further details see Jones et al., 2016), and who were studied cross-sectionally (Controls$_{cross}$). For the Controls$_{cross}$ more infants were enrolled in the EEG and ERP tasks (6 months: N=114, 51 females; 12 months: N=104, 50 female) than the behavioral attention tasks (6 months: n=51, 27 females; 12 months: n=54, 27 female) given the higher attrition rate for EEG in this age range. We consider this sample size appropriate to define ‘normative’ performance, since it is comparable to that used for individual age bands on the Mullen Scales of Early Learning (a widely used clinical tool; Mullen, 1995).
**Promoting First Relationships**

Infants who were provided with PFR received intervention for 10 weekly 60-85 minute in-home visits by a master’s level mental health provider trained in the Promoting First Relationship ([http://pfrprogram.org](http://pfrprogram.org)).

The PFR intervention focuses on promoting parenting responsivity to infant social communicative cues and behaviors using strength-based consultation strategies. Caregiver-infant interaction was videotaped and reviewed. The caregiver and the PFR provider discussed parenting strengths and interpretation of the infant’s cues using relationship focused consultation strategies (positive feedback; positive and instructive feedback; reflective comments and questions; validating, responsive statements). Weeks 2 through 10 focused on reflecting on the prior week’s content and worksheets. The curriculum is fully manualized and fidelity was assessed according to the manual (see S1.2, available online).

**Assessments**

Infant assessments occurred at 6, 12, and 18 months (PFR, A+M, and Controls_long); see Table 1. All assessment measures were the same at each age unless noted. Assessment staff were naïve with respect to the participant’s intervention group status.

**Habituation Task**

Infants participated in an infant-controlled habituation procedure (see S1.5 available online). Stimuli were colored photographs of neutral forward facing female faces and infant toys. Infants participated in four habituation experiments, in a two stimuli (faces or toys) by two delay (1 second vs. 1 minute) repeated measures design. Looking time was manually coded via button press by two experimenters who viewed the infant in real time through a closed circuit TV; average intra-class correlation coefficients for the two coders exceeded 0.8 for all tasks and for all groups. Total time to habituate was averaged by stimulus type to provide a more stable characterization of individual differences (Rose et al., 1988). Data validation procedures and additional methods are detailed in S1.5, available online.
**EEG theta power to social and non-social videos**

Electroencephalographic (EEG; EGI Inc, Salem OR) recordings were collected while the infant viewed videos of social stimuli (vignettes of women telling nursery rhymes) and non-social stimuli (dynamic toys such as a ball dropping down a chute; see S1.6, available online). High-density 128 channel EEG was recorded continuously throughout the session, with a concurrent video record of the infant’s behavior time-locked to the EEG record. EEG was segmented into 1-second segments and edited for artifact. Segments were de-trended and processed in a Fast Fourier transform. Power values were then averaged across artifact free segments and electrodes within topographical regions and natural logs were calculated to reduce skew. Infants were only included in the analyses if they provided at least 5 artifact-free segments per condition. In order to calculate the frontal power indices, natural log (ln) 4 to 6 Hz theta power data from left and right frontal electrodes were used (Marshall et al., 2002; see Figure S1, available online).

**Event-Related Potential (ERP) Task**

Event-related potential data were collected in response to digital photographs of faces and objects (toys; see S1.7, available online). Offline, data were low pass filtered at 20 Hz, segmented, unattended trials and artifact were removed. Data were averaged per stimulus type, re-referenced offline to the average reference, and corrected with respect to a pre-stimulus baseline period.

Posterior Temporal left and right regions (see Figure S1, available online) and components of interest were defined with respect to the previous literature, and inspection of the grand average waveform. We analyzed P400 peak amplitude and latency because these measures have been sensitive to atypicalities in infants with later ASD (Elsabbagh et al., 2012) and children with ASD (Dawson et al., 2002). The P400 is modulated by dimensions that influence social attention (e.g., social familiarity, de Haan et al., 2003); faster and less prolonged neural responses to faces versus objects have been associated with later ASD (Elsabbagh et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2016). Peaks were identified for each
electrode using in-house automatic peak detection software, and verified by visual inspection. Peaks were defined as the most positive point of a deflection between 300 and 900 msec, and the peak had to be present in at least 2/6 electrodes in a group. Peak amplitude and latency values were averaged across regions.

**Analysis Strategy**

For habituation and EEG tasks, initial analyses used repeated-measures ANOVA with Stimulus (face/object) as a within-subject variable, Group (PFR, A+M) as the between-subject variable and difference scores for habituation or EEG (12–6 months or 18-6 months) as the dependent variable. Where there were significant interactions, follow-up analyses on difference scores separated by Stimulus or Group were used to understand the pattern of effects. In addition, we conducted pre-planned cross-sectional analysis of habituation and EEG data at each time-point using repeated measures ANOVA for factors manipulated within-infant (e.g. stimulus, laterality) for comparability to the ERP analysis strategy. For the ERP task, the expected lower rate of inclusion meant that primary analyses were conducted cross-sectionally at 6, 12 and 18 months using repeated-measures ANOVA with Stimulus (face/object) and laterality (Left, Right) as within-subject variables, Group (PFR, A+M) as the between-subject variable, and ERP data at each time-point as the dependent variable. We have included data from the Control\textsubscript{cross} and Control\textsubscript{long} groups in the Figures to confirm the nature of normative performance on our battery; data from these groups have been previously published (Jones et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2015).

Supplementary statistical comparisons of performance in the Control\textsubscript{long} and PFR/A+M groups can be found in section S2.1; this was not a pre-planned analysis since the low-risk group were not randomized, and thus is not included in the main manuscript.

**Results**

**Habituation to faces and objects**
Data were available for 16 infants at both baseline (6 months) and 12 months, and 13 infants at both baseline and 18 months in the PFR condition. Data were available for 10 infants at both baseline and 12 months and 8 infants at both baseline and 18 months in the A+M condition (see S1.5, available online). Habituation times have been interpreted as a measure of learning rate and information processing speed, and toddlers with ASD show prolonged habituation times to faces (Colombo & Mitchell, 2009; Webb et al., 2010). We thus predicted that PFR would be associated with reduction in habituation times to faces but not objects.

Primary analyses focused on changes in speed of habituation between the baseline assessment at 6 months and the immediate follow-up assessment (12-6 months) and between baseline and the longer-term follow-up assessment (18-6 months). Habituation difference score (12-6 months; 18-6 months) was the dependent variable, Group (PFR, A+M) as a between-subject variable and Stimulus (Face, Object) as a within-subject variable. Consistent with our prediction, there was a Stimulus by Group interaction on habituation time difference scores between 6 and 12 months ($F(1,24) = 5.13, p = 0.033, \eta^2 = 0.17$) and between 6 and 18 months ($F(1,19) = 4.84, p = 0.04, \eta^2 = 0.19$; Figure 2 and S2).

Given the significant interaction, we conducted post-hoc analyses separated by Stimulus that did not produce significant effects. In post-hoc analyses separated by Group, habituation time for the PFR group showed a significantly greater decline between time-points for faces than objects (main effect of Stimulus on difference scores from 6 to 12 months: $F(1,15)=8.4, p = 0.011, \eta^2 = 0.36$; 6 to 18 months: $F(1,12)=14.3, p = 0.003, \eta^2 = 0.54$); this was not true for the A+M group (6 to 12 months: $F(1,10)=0.44, p = 0.52, \eta^2 = 0.04$; 6 to 18 months: $F(1,9)=0.51, p = 0.49, \eta^2 = 0.05$).

Cross sectional comparison using ANOVA on face total habituation times by Group (PFR, A+M) at 6, 12 and 18 months separately (conducted for comparability to the ERP analyses) showed no significant difference between habituation times for the PFR and A+M groups at 6 months ($F(1,29) = 0.17, p = 0.67, \eta^2 = 0.06$), a trend-level difference at
12 months \( F(1,30) = 3.1, p = 0.09, \eta^2 = 0.1 \), and by 18 months the PFR group had shorter face habituation times than the A+M group (Face: \( F(1,23) = 7.99, p = 0.01, \eta^2 = 0.29 \)). Parallel analysis for object total habituation times found Group differences in habituation times for the object condition at 6 but not 12 months or 18 months (6m: \( F(1,29) = 5.13, p = 0.032, \eta^2 = 0.16 \); 12m: \( F(1,31) = 0.89, p = 0.35, \eta^2 = 0.03 \); 18m: \( F(1,31) = 0.006, p = 0.94, \eta^2 = 0.000 \)).

**EEG theta power during viewing of social and non-social videos**

Data were available for 15 infants at both baseline (6 months) and 12 months, and 15 infants at both baseline and 18 months in the PFR condition. Data were available from 9 infants at both baseline and 12 months and 12 infants at both baseline and 18 months in the A+M group (see S1.6, available online). Increased or greater theta power has been interpreted as an index of attentional engagement and control (Cavanagh & Frank, 2014; Orekhova et al., 2006; Stroganova, et al., 1998); typically developing infants show increased frontal theta power to social vs nonsocial stimuli (Jones et al., 2015), and young children with ASD show reduced theta power to social vs nonsocial stimuli (Dawson, Jones, et al., 2012). We thus predicted that PFR would be associated with increased theta power to social stimuli.

Primary analyses focused on EEG theta power with log theta difference scores between the baseline and immediate follow-up assessment (12-6 months) and between the baseline and longer-term follow-up (18-6 months) as the dependent variable. Group (PFR, A+M) was the between-subject variable and Stimulus (Social, Non-Social) was a within-subject variable.

Across both groups, change in theta power was greater for social than nonsocial videos between 6 and 12 months as would be expected (c.f. Jones et al., 2015; main effect...
of Stimulus on difference scores: $F(1,22) = 12.3, p = 0.002, \eta^2 = 0.36$; Figure 3A and S3). Log theta power increased more between 6 and 12 months in the PFR group than the A+M group across both the social and nonsocial condition (main effect of Group on difference scores; Figure 2; $F(1,22) = 4.67, p = 0.042, \eta^2 = 0.18$). Inspection of Figure 3B indicates that the PFR group responded more like normative controls at 12 months.

Between 6 and 18 months, there was again a significantly greater change in frontal theta power for the social versus nonsocial videos (main effect of Stimulus on difference scores, $F(1,25) = 4.15, p = 0.05, \eta^2 = 0.14$). There were no significant group effects on difference scores between 6 and 18 months ($F(1,25) = 0.09, p = 0.77, \eta^2 = 0.004$), but there was a trend-level interaction between Stimulus and Group ($F(1,25) = 2.90, p = 0.1, \eta^2 = 0.10$). Thus, we conducted post-hoc analyses separated by Group, which showed that the increase in power between 6 and 18 months was greater for social than nonsocial stimuli for the PFR group (main effect of Stimulus on difference scores: $F(1,15) = 8.15, p = 0.03, \eta^2 = 0.37$, see Figure S3); this was not the case for the A+M group ($F(1,11) = 0.05, p = 0.83, \eta^2 = 0.004$). Post-hoc analyses separated by stimulus did not produce significant effects ($p > 0.4$). Cross-sectional analyses conducted for comparability to the ERP analysis indicated that group differences did not reach significance at 6, 12 or 18 months ($p > 0.3$).

Event-related potentials to faces and objects

Data were available for 8 infants at 6 months, 7 infants at 12 months and 12 infants at 18 months in the PFR group. Data were available for 9 infants at 6 months, 6 infants at 12 months and 9 infants at 18 months from the A+M group. We predicted that PFR would be associated with more prolonged and larger P400 responses to faces, compared to the group who did not receive PFR.

P400 Amplitude
There were no effects of Group on P400 amplitude at the 6-month baseline assessment \((F_s < 2, ps > 0.1, \eta^2 < 0.15)\). However, P400 amplitude differed by Group and Stimulus at 12 months \((F(1,11) = 7.88, p = 0.017, \eta^2=0.42)\). Given this interaction, we conducted post-hoc analyses separated by Group and Stimulus. Analyses separated by Stimulus revealed no significant effects. Analyses separated by Group showed that the A+M group had a significantly larger P400 amplitude to objects than faces \((F(1,5) = 9.22, p = 0.029, \eta^2=0.65)\), whilst the PFR group did not \((F(1,6) = 0.5, p = 0.49, \eta^2=0.08)\). Inspection of Figure 4B indicates that the PFR group showed a response to faces that more closely matched controls.

At 18 months, there were no significant differences for P400 amplitude \((F_s < 2, ps > 0.1)\).

**P400 Latency**

There were no group differences in P400 latency at 6 months \((F_s < 2, ps > 0.1, \eta^2<0.1)\), or 12 months \((F_s < 1, ps > .5, \eta^2<0.2)\). At 18 months there was a significant interaction between Group and Stimulus \((F(1,19) = 4.76, p = 0.04, \eta^2=0.20)\). Given this interaction, we conducted post-hoc analyses separated by Group and Stimulus. Analyses separated by Stimulus revealed no significant effects. Analyses split by Group showed that the A+M group showed less prolonged P400 responses to faces than objects \((F(1,8) = 7.59, p = 0.025, \eta^2=0.49)\), whilst the PFR group showed a trend in the opposite direction \((F(1,11) = 6.9, p = 0.059, \eta^2=0.81; \text{see Figure 4C})\).
consistent with our predictions, compared to infants who only were assessed and monitored, infants who received the intervention from 9 to 11 months of age showed indications of improvement in both types of neurocognitive metrics of social attention at both 12 and 18 months, with a relatively large effect. This was reflected in a greater increase in habituation speed to faces versus objects between 6 and 12 months and 6 and 18 months; a greater increase in frontal EEG-theta power between 6 and 12 months; a comparable (not smaller) P400 amplitude to faces versus objects at 12 months and a marginally prolonged (not less prolonged) P400 latency to faces versus objects at 18 months. The high-risk infants who received the PFR intervention showed responses that appeared broadly more normative, as evident by visual comparison between their responses and those of two groups of low risk control participants. Taken together, these results offer proof-of-concept that a low-intensive parent-mediated intervention delivered prior to the emergence of observable autism symptoms can improve brain- and attention-based measures of social attention in infants at familial risk for ASD. Given that social attention is believed to be a core mechanism by which the infant engages with the social environment and, if altered, can potentially disrupt normal behavioral and brain development, these results are promising that preventive approaches to reducing disability associated with ASD are possible.

In the habituation task, infants who received the intervention not only showed more normative change between 6 and 12 months, but this carried forward to 18 months. Specifically, high-risk infants who received the intervention showed shorter habituation times to face but not object stimuli at 18 months, suggestive of faster learning specific to faces. Using a very similar paradigm, Webb and colleagues (Webb et al., 2010) found that 18- to 30-month-old toddlers with particularly high levels of ASD symptoms showed prolonged habituation times to faces, consistent with slower learning. Reduced attention to faces in the early development of children with ASD could compromise the ongoing development of the face processing system (Dawson, 2008; Dawson et al., 2002, 2005;
Webb et al., 2016). By increasing parental responsivity to their infant’s social and communicative cues, PFR may boost early infant social attention and thus support the development of the face processing system. Since individual differences in face processing have been linked to broader social communication delays in toddlers with ASD (Webb et al., 2010, 2011), these improvements in social attention and face processing may have cascading effects on later social communication behavior.

Results from the event-related potential task also support the possibility that PFR may improve face processing in high-risk infants. Twelve-month-old infants who received PFR showed P400 responses that had similar amplitude to faces and objects whilst other high-risk infants who did not receive PFR continued to show a larger amplitude P400 to objects than faces. These effects on amplitude were not sustained at 18 months. However, there were effects on ERP latency at 18 months. These results indicate that infants who received PFR showed marginally more prolonged P400 responses to faces than objects (similar to the normative controls in the Control_long and Control_cross groups), whilst other high-risk infants showed less prolonged P400 responses to faces than objects. Notably, others have argued that the amplitude and latency of ERP responses are to an extent interchangeable, since the peak latency is defined by the time at which the ERP component reaches its peak amplitude (Elsabbagh et al., 2012). Thus, effects on peak amplitude and latency at 12 and 18 months may reflect similar underlying processes, though the lack of longitudinal overlap between infants included at 12 and 18 months makes verification difficult.

The P400 is a positive-going deflection that is sensitive to complex aspects of face processing. Six-month-old infants with later ASD show a P400 that is less prolonged to faces than objects (Elsabbagh et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2016), and P400 amplitude is less modulated by gaze shifts (Elsabbagh et al., 2012). Both effects are consistent with the proposition that ASD is associated with a reduced depth of processing for social stimuli (Chawarska et al., 2010). Chawarska and colleagues (Chawarska et al., 2010) have argued
that the depth of processing afforded to social stimuli may be atypical in infants with later ASD, causing cascading consequences for subsequent learning (Webb et al., 2016). Whilst typically developing toddlers may examine a novel face and spontaneously compute its category (face versus non-face), familiarity (mother versus stranger), and affect (happy versus sad), toddlers with ASD may engage in more limited processing, which in turn may lead to poorer face learning. Depth of processing may explain the observation that poorer processing is associated with faster peak ERP latencies and slower habituation times to faces. Faster peak latencies may be associated with shallower engagement of brain systems as visual processing systems tend to progress from processing simple to more complex features. Further, shallower processing is theoretically associated with slower learning and hence should be reflected in slower habituation. Research with adults indicates that deeper processing facilitates later retention (Bloom & Mudd, 1991). Indeed, toddlers with ASD show developmental delays in how facial familiarity modulates attention-related neural responses, and this is related to their social ability (Webb et al., 2011). Taken together, these results are consistent with the notion that PFR intervention facilitated an increase in the depth of processing afforded to faces in high-risk infants, although the limited sample size means these results should be treated with caution.

Results from the EEG task were only partially consistent with our predictions. Theta power increased more in the high-risk infants who received intervention versus those who did not; however, this was not specific to the social video at 12 months (as we had originally predicted). Frontal theta power has been associated with attention engagement to species-relevant stimuli (Orekhova et al., 2006), and young typically developing infants show greater frontal theta power to social than nonsocial videos (Jones et al., 2015). Possibly, the use of live stimuli would have been more sensitive to condition differences, since frontal theta responses are more differentiated for live than video-based stimuli in infancy (Jones et al., 2015). Alternatively, since the two tasks that showed social-specific effects all employed simple static stimuli, the differential effects of intervention on social
processing may have been easier to detect when examining specific components of social learning, rather than the more complex multiple aspects of social attention elicited by naturalistic stimuli. Of note, infants who received PFR showed a greater increase in frontal theta power for social than nonsocial stimuli between 6 and 18 months, whilst the group that did not receive intervention failed to show this pattern. These data are promising, but since the interaction between group and condition on change scores between 6 and 18 months was only a trend this limits the strength of conclusions that can be drawn. Further work is required to determine whether there are latent effects of the intervention that become more specific to social stimuli with time.

The present study has several limitations that should be addressed in future work. First, sample size is always of concern in clinical trials for ASD, given the heterogeneity in symptoms and outcomes. Our sample, however, did not differ in 6-month behavioral characteristics (with the exception of habituation times to objects), suggesting that changes were not due to a bias in randomization. As well, our use of difference scores for habituation and EEG metrics also allows us to directly address individual change. ERP measures requiring visual attention have a higher attrition rate than other infant tasks, suggesting that alternate protocols for collecting data of this type need to be evaluated.

This study provides further evidence that neurophysiological measures of social attention may be useful as early efficacy biomarkers in clinical trials (Dawson, Bernier et al, 2012). Developing such biomarkers measures for clinical trials with high-risk infants is essential, because current standardized clinical measures for infants typically rely on either parent report (which is not blinded to treatment status), or cover wide behavioral domains that may be insufficiently sensitive to changes in underlying cognitive mechanisms. Measures of early symptomatology may also be less sensitive to subtle effects associated with less intensive interventions that may have cascading effects on later development. Detecting small effects is also important in indicating the potential efficacy of relatively low intensity (and hence more economically feasible) intervention packages. Switching
treatments when individual infants don’t respond is necessary to ensure that infants are enrolled in the most appropriate program, but determining whether or not they are responding cannot wait until full-blown ASD symptoms emerge. Infant outcome measures that can provide rapid intermediate assessments of treatment efficacy will thus be critical to individualized treatment planning. A critical next step is to characterize the test-retest reliability and predictive validity of our measures, in addition to examining their potential for individual-level prediction of treatment success on later behavioral assessments. Longitudinal behavioral data from infants in the current cohort are currently being analyzed and will be the focus of future reports.

In conclusion, we demonstrated improvements in neurophysiological and habituation measures of social attention at 12 months in a group of high-risk infants who received a relatively brief parent-mediated intervention between 6 and 12 months of age. Effect sizes were moderate to relatively large, and some effects were maintained at the 18-month assessment. This suggests that early intervention could be a powerful tool for boosting key attentional mechanisms underlying social communication development in this population. Combined with the success of other available interventions in ameliorating emerging symptomatology (Green et al., 2015; Rogers et al., 2014), our work suggests that the further development and testing of prodromal intervention programs for infants at risk for ASD is promising for improving outcomes for children with ASD.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: Trial profile.

- 91 families assessed for eligibility
- 6 month assessment
  - 36 infants randomized
  - PFR
    - N=19 allocated PFR. Early 16 completed all sessions
  - A+M
    - N=14 received assessment and monitoring
  - 12 month primary endpoint
    - Valid data from n=14 PFR, n=10 A+M habituation; n=13 PFR, n=9 A+M EEG; n=7 PFR, n=6 A+M ERP.
- 18 month follow-up assessment
  - Valid data from n=13 PFR, n=9 A+M habituation; n=12 PFR, n=12 A+M EEG; n=12 PFR, n=9 A+M ERP.

- 41 did not meet inclusion/exclusion criteria:
  - Out of age range (n=9)
  - Older sib didn’t meet diagnostic criteria (n=6)
  - Proband wasn’t sibling (n=1)
  - Lived too far away (n=2)
  - Known genetic/neurological disorder (n=1)
  - Medical condition (n=1)
  - Other (n=1)
  - 14 declined to participate:
    - Refused due to time commitment (n=5)
    - Chose to withdraw for other reasons (n=8)
    - One refused randomization (n=1)

- N=3 allocated PFR Late, not included in this report
Figure 2: Habituation task and time to habituate to faces and objects.

A) Diagrammatic representation of the habituation task. B) Total habituation times to faces (top) and objects (bottom). PFR = Promoting First Relationships; A+M = Assessment and Monitoring; Cross = Cross-Sectional; Long. = Longitudinal.
Figure 3: Electroencephalography (EEG) social and non-social video task and theta power.

A) Infant in EEG net (top); screenshot from the stimuli (middle) and topography of EEG theta power to social minus nonsocial videos at 6 and 12 months in the normative cross-sectional control group (bottom, Jones et al., 2015). B) Frontal theta power to the social (top) and nonsocial (bottom) video. PFR = Promoting First Relationships; A+M = Assessment and Monitoring; Cross = Cross-Sectional; Long. = Longitudinal.
Figure 4: P400 amplitude and latency Event-Related Potentials (ERP) to faces and objects.

A) Illustration of the ERP collection procedure; B) P400 amplitude to faces (top) and objects (bottom) at 12 months; C) P400 latency to faces (top) and objects (bottom) at 18 months. PFR = Promoting First Relationships; A+M = Assessment and Monitoring; Cross = Cross-Sectional; Long. = Longitudinal.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Age in days</th>
<th>Number (% female)</th>
<th>Ethnicity (% White)</th>
<th>Mullen Verbal standard score</th>
<th>Mullen Nonverbal standard score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PFR</td>
<td>192.3 (3.5)</td>
<td>19 (37%)</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>90.9 (2.1)</td>
<td>95.2 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A+M</td>
<td>194.4 (2.1)</td>
<td>14 (36%)</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>92.8 (4.0)</td>
<td>102.1 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ControlCross</td>
<td>192.9 (0.9)</td>
<td>114 (45%)</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>98.9 (1.4)</td>
<td>104.5 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ControlLong</td>
<td>197.8 (3.0)</td>
<td>36 (47%)</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>92.9 (2.3)</td>
<td>100.9 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Clinical and demographic characteristics at the baseline assessment. Unless specified, numbers are mean (standard error).